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John Archer 

Area of Expertise 

As a research analyst for Colliers in 
Arizona, John Archer delivers in-depth 
analysis of current market conditions and 
trends for brokerage professionals and 
their clients.  

He compiles market statistics across all 
property disciplines, including industrial, 
office, retail, healthcare, multifamily and 
land.  

Using various in-house and online 
resources, John monitors real estate 
transactions and dissects data to analyze 
and understand what is happening 
throughout the various property sectors 
of commercial real estate. 

John researches and prepares data and 
background narrative information for 
market reports and proposals for use by 
brokers, staff and management, to serve 
the interests of Colliers’ clients. 

Applying his strong background in 
analytics and research, John tracks all 
aspects of the commercial real estate 
market to illustrate and interpret real 
estate and economic trends. He leverages 
that knowledge on behalf of Colliers and 
its clients. 

John also maintains sales and lease comp 
databases, monitors tenants-in-the-
market activity, and responds to ad hoc 
research requests. 

Clients and colleagues describe John as 
an outgoing, accountable and respectful 
professional who collaborates with the 
team to provide outstanding service to 
Colliers and its clients. He excels in a 
deadline-driven environment. 

 Business Background 

Prior to joining Colliers, John was a real 
estate agent with the Barclay Group, 
where he focused on zoning and site 
selection for property developments. He 
was also responsible for preparing 
competitor analyses to dissect 
performance data.  
 
Community Involvement 
• Fundraising for organizations that are 

fighting to end hunger, such as 
Feeding America 

Education or Qualifications 

Bachelor of Science 
Finance                      
Arizona State University 
W.P. Carey School of Business 

AZ Dept. of Real Estate 
Salesperson’s License 

   


